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Abstract. Mixed reality technologies offer interactive robots many new
ways to communicate their beliefs, desires, and intentions to human
teammates. In previous work, we identified several categories of visual-
izations that when displayed to users through mixed reality technologies
serve the same role as traditional deictic gestures (e.g., pointing). In this
work, we experimentally investigate the potential utility of one of these
categories, allocentric gestures, in which circles or arrows are rendered to
enable human teammates to pick out the robot’s target referents. Specifi-
cally, through two human subject experiments, we examine the objective
and subjective performance of such gestures alone as compared to lan-
guage alone and the combination of language and allocentric gesture. Our
results suggest that allocentric gestures are more effective than language
alone, but to maintain high robot likability allocentric gestures should be
used to complement rather than replace complex referring expressions.

Keywords: Mixed Reality, Augmented Reality, Deixis, Natural Lan-
guage Generation, Human-Robot Interaction

1 Introduction

Robots designed to interact with humans must be able to do so in a way that
is natural, efficient, and human-like. This is especially important for many of
the domains that the field of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is interested in,
such as search-and-rescue, in which users (e.g., search-and-rescue victims) may
never have interacted with a robot before, may be physically unable to control it
through some other means, and may not have the time or willingness to undergo
training to learn to operate the robot; or in which other users (e.g., search-and-
rescue operators) may not have the cognitive bandwidth to dedicate to direct
operation. Accordingly, researchers are increasingly turning to natural language
as an intuitive and flexible modality for controlling and interacting with robots.

When humans verbally communicate, they typically accompany their utter-
ances with various physical gestures. When picking out objects, people, and loca-
tions in the environment, humans typically use deictic gestures, such as pointing,
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to quickly draw their interlocutors’ attention to their intended target without
the use of overly complex description. Indeed, deictic gesture in particular is one
of the most important communicative faculties available to humans, and one of
the earliest arising communicative strategies in human development. Deictic ges-
tures not only allow speakers to speak more concisely, but they lighten speakers’
cognitive load [1] and working memory load [2]. Moreover, deictic gestures fa-
cilitate listeners’ comprehension by amplifying semantic content [3] and shifting
their attention [4], which in turn facilitates reference resolution [5] and helps to
establish joint attention [6]. Indeed, in many situated contexts, it is difficult to
effectively communicate without the use of deictic gesture.

Accordingly, HRI researchers have explored how robots might generate deic-
tic gestures to allow robots to reap these same benefits. And while this previous
work has largely been focused on pointing,HRI researcher shave also studied
how robots might generate many other forms of deictic gesture, such as present-
ing, exhibiting, touching, grouping, and sweeping, and have studied how these
different forms of gesture are differentially perceived by humans [7].

In our work, we are exploring robots’ use of deictic gesture beyond even
this wide variety of forms, to examine entirely new classes of deictic gestures
enabled by recent technological developments. Specifically, we are interested in
how new Augmented and mixed reality technologies can be used to enable mixed
reality Deictic Gestures: new types of deictic gestures visualized in mixed reality
environments. These new forms of gesture may replace or complement traditional
(physical) deictic gestures in contexts where those gestures are impossible, e.g.,
when a robot lacks arms with which to gesture; or in contexts in which physical
gestures are possible but suboptimal, e.g., when a robot is not colocated with
their human interlocutor, or in environments in which traditional gestures would
be difficult to see, such as dark and dusty subterranean environments.

In Section 2, we briefly survey previous work on human and robot use of
deictic gesture, as well as of recent work at the intersection of augmented and
mixed reality and HRI, including the limited set of work previously exploring
mixed reality deictic gesture for HRI. In Sections 3- 4, we then describe two
human subject experiments designed to provide a preliminary investigation of
the effectiveness and human perception of mixed reality deictic gesture, in which
we assess human perceptions of videos simulating the display of one category of
mixed reality deictic gestures, allocentric gestures. In Section 4.3, we then in-
troduce preliminary work we have performed towards enabling robot generation
of allocentric gestures. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with several possible
directions for future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Human Deictic Gesture

Deixis is one of the most crucial forms of human-human communications [8,9], as
well as one of the oldest, both anthropologically and developmentally. Humans
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point while speaking even from infancy, with deictic gesture beginning around 9-
12 months [10], and general deictic reference mastered around age 4 [11]. Deictic
gestures have been shown to be a powerful technique for language learners, as
they allow speakers to communicate intended referents before being able to do
so in language, just as other types of gestures help speakers to communicate
their intended sense or meaning when they otherwise lack the words to do so.
Indeed, developmental changes in deictic gestural capabilities in humans are a
strong predictor of changes in language development [12].

In addition, long past infancy, humans continue to rely on deictic gesture as
a core communicative capability, as its attention-direction presents an efficient
and workload-reducing referential strategy in complex environments, far beyond
that of purely verbal reference [13–17], and as deictic gesture allows for com-
munication in environments in which verbal communication would be difficult
or impossible, such as in noisy factory environments [18]. Accordingly, it is no
surprise that Human-Robot Interaction researchers have sought to enable this
effective and natural communication strategy in robots.

2.2 Robot Deictic Gesture

There is widespread evidence for the effectiveness of robots’ use of physical de-
ictic gesture: studies have shown that robots’ use of deictic gesture is effective
at shifting attention in the same way as is humans’ use of deictic gesture [19],
and that robots’ use of deictic gesture improves both subsequent human re-
call and human-robot rapport [20]. This effectiveness has been demonstrated
across different contextual scales as well, including gestures to nearby objects
on a tabletop [21], gestures to larger regions of space between the robot and its
interlocutor [22], and gesture to large-scale spatial locations during direction-
giving [23]. Furthermore, this effectiveness has shown to be especially true when
gestures are generated in socially appropriate ways [24].

Research has also shown that robots’ use of deictic gesture is especially ef-
fective when paired with other nonverbal signaling mechanisms [25], such as
deictic gaze, in which a robot (actually or ostensibly) shifts its gaze towards
its intended referent [22, 26, 27], and that this is especially effective when gaze
and gesture are appropriately coordinated [28]. These findings have motivated a
variety of technical approaches to deictic gesture generation [29–31], as well as a
number of approaches for integrating gesture generation with natural language
generation [32] (see also [33–35]).

Of particular interest is the work of Sauppé and Mutlu [7]. Building off the
work of Clark, who showed that humans use many deictic gestures beyond point-
ing [36], Sauppé and Mutlu explored a selection of robotic deictic gestures: point-
ing, presenting, exhibiting, touching, grouping, and sweeping. Sauppé and Mutlu
were especially interested in how these categories differed in both effectiveness
and perceived naturality, and how different contextual factors, such as the den-
sity of candidate referents, the number of fully ambiguous distractors for the
referent, and the distance of the referent from the referrer. As we will describe,
the set of questions we are interested in investigating both in this work and
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in future work has a number of parallels with those of interest to Sauppé and
Mutlu, and accordingly, as we will also describe, the experiment presented in
this paper was designed with careful attention to Sauppé and Mutlu’s design.

2.3 Augmented Reality for HRI

Research on augmented and mixed reality have been steadily progressing over
the past several decades [37–39], and there have been a number of papers over the
past twenty-five years highlighting the advantages of leveraging augmented real-
ity (AR) technologies to facilitate human-robot interactions [40,41]). Augmented
and mixed reality technologies lies primarily in two areas: (1) their potential to
increase the flexibility of users’ control over robots through visualizations of
robot-controlling interface elements, and (2) their potential to increase the ex-
pressivity of users’ view into those robots’ internal states through visualizations
that reflect information from the robot’s internal state [42]. Historically, however,
there has been surprisingly little research on this topic.

Recently, this has changed, with research at the intersection of these fields
beginning to dramatically increase [43,44], with approaches being presented that
use AR for robot design [45], calibration [46], and training [47], and for communi-
cating robots’ perspectives [48], intentions [49,50] and trajectories [51–53]. Most
relevant to this paper are recent works on aligning human and robot perspec-
tive to facilitate communication. Amor et al. project instructions and highlight
task-relevant objects, but with no language generation, and with visualizations
cast as part of the environment, rather than as the robot’s communication [54].
Sibirtseva et al. present an approach in which, as a human describes a referent,
the robot’s distribution over intended referents is visualized by circling remain-
ing reference candidates in the user’s AR Head-Mounted Display (HMD) [55]
(cp. [56]). The visualizations used in this work are cast as being from the robot’s
perspective, but this is passive backchannel communication rather than active
communication of the robot’s intentions. Also of interest is recent work from
Reardon et al., in which a robot draws the trajectory a human should take into
their HMD, highlighting the intended target [57]. This work takes a more active
communication approach than the work of Sibirtseva et al., but does not involve
robot language generation.

To explore the use of AR in active, linguistic, robotic communication, we have
presented a framework for categorizing deictic gestures available in mixed real-
ity human-robot interactions, including both traditional physical gestures and
virtual deictic annotations (categorized into allocentric gestures (e.g., circling a
target referent in a user’s AR HMD), perspective-free gestures (e.g., projecting
a circle around a target referent on the floor of the shared environment), ego-
sensitive allocentric gestures (e.g., pointing to a target referent using a simulated
arm rendered in a user’s AR HMD), and ego-sensitive perspective-free gestures
(e.g., projecting a line from the robot to its target on the floor of the shared
environment)), as well as combinations of different forms of mixed reality deic-
tic gesture [58, 59]. Crucially, we argue that not only do tradeoffs exist between
different forms of mixed reality deictic gestures (including differences in privacy,
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cost, and legibility), but moreover, that there are a number of contextual factors
that dictate the circumstances in which mixed reality deictic gestures become es-
pecially valuable, including teammate workload, auditory and visual perceptual
load, and so forth [60].

This framework is especially valuable for our research as, in conjunction with
the work of Sauppé and Mutlu [7], it suggests concrete hypotheses regarding the
effectiveness and perception of mixed reality deictic gestures in different contexts,
allowing us to empirically investigate whether mixed reality deictic gestures have
the same communicative benefits as physical gestures, and how those benefits
differ according to context. In this paper, we present a set of such hypotheses, and
describe two human subject experiments designed to investigate them [61,62].

3 Experiment 1

Our first experiment [61] investigated the combination of language and mixed
reality deictic gesture for robot communication. Here, participants viewed videos
of a robot referring to 12 objects within a visual scene. This IRB-approved
experiment was designed so as to follow the within-subjects paradigm used in the
seminal evaluation of physical robot gesture presented by Sauppé and Mutlu [7].

3.1 Experimental Design

Interaction Design: Our first independent variable was communication style.
For one-third of the objects, the robot used complex reference alone, generating
an expression of the form “Look at that {color} {shape}” (e.g. “Look at that
red cube”). These utterances followed a common fixed-length form even if it was
not fully disambiguating, in hopes of better studying reaction time. For another
third of the objects, the robot used a mixed reality deictic gesture, drawing a
circle around the target and stating “Look at that” (cp. the gestural conditions
used by Sauppé and Mutlu). For the remaining objects, the robot used both
complex reference and mixed reality deictic gesture, circling the target and then
generating a complex reference as described above (cp. the gestural and fully
articulated conditions used by Sauppé and Mutlu).

Environment Design: The experimental environment contained a Kobuki
robot positioned behind an array of eighteen blocks, of four shapes (cubes, trian-
gles, cylinders, towers) and four colors (red, yellow, green, blue), evenly spaced in
four rows. Specifically, there were six unique blocks and six pairs of non-unique
blocks (a difference of inherent ambiguity), evenly split between the front and
rear rows (a difference of distance), and distributed as uniformly as possible
according to color and shape. This sought to simultaneously capture multiple
environmental dimensions previously determined by Sauppé and Mutlu to affect
the accuracy and perceived effectiveness of reference: ambiguity and distance
from referrer while controlling for the other dimensions previously investigated
by Sauppé and Mutlu (object clustering, visibility, and noise). Our second and
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third independent variables were thus referent ambiguity and referent distance1,
yielding a total of twelve (3x2x2) experimental conditions.

Fig. 1: Task Environment, with simulated AR visualization

3.2 Procedure

Participants were recruited online using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform,
and directed towards a psiTurk experimental environment [63].After providing
informed consent and providing demographic information, participants were in-
structed that they would watch a series of videos in which a robot described
and/or visually gestured towards a target object by drawing a circle around it.
They were told that they should click on the object that was being described as
soon as they had identified it. Participants were then assigned to one of twelve
conditions each corresponding to a different video order determined through a
counterbalanced Latin Square array. Participants then watched twelve videos,
each corresponding with a different experimental condition. When mixed reality
deictic gesture was used in a video, gesture onset began 660ms before speech
onset, based on the gestural timing model presented by Huang and Mutlu [64]
and leveraged by Sauppé and Mutlu [7]. Clicking on any object within a video
sent the participant to a survey page in which they were asked to assess the ef-
fectiveness of the robot’s speech and gesture and the likability of the robot, using
the measures described below. Upon answering these survey questions, partici-
pants were allowed to proceed to the next video in the series. All videos were six
seconds in length, including padding before and after the robot’s utterance.

3.3 Hypotheses

In this experiment, we examined four core hypotheses:

1 We did not expect to see effects of distance, but included distance as an independent
variable so that we can use an identical experimental design in future experiments
in which we will use other types of gestures, e.g., pointing gestures generated with
real or simulated arms, for which we would expect to see a potential difference.
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H1 We hypothesized that participants would have worse accuracy in identifying
the robot’s target referent only when ambiguous complex noun phrases were
used without an associated mixed reality deictic gesture (i.e., in the complex
reference condition for targets with inherent ambiguity).

H2 We hypothesized (H2.1) that the speed at which participants would be
able to identify the robot’s target referent would be better when mixed
reality deictic gesture was used, as it would allow target referents to be
disambiguated even before speech began, and (H2.2) that this reaction time
would increase when a reference was ambiguous.

H3 We hypothesized (H3.1) that participants would perceive the robot to be
more effective when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, especially (H3.2)
when used in combination with complex reference, and (H3.3) when the
target referent was ambiguous.

H4 We hypothesized that the robot’s likability would correlate with its effec-
tiveness, and accordingly, that (H4.1) perceived likability would be higher
when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, (H4.2) especially in combina-
tion with complex reference, and (H4.3) for ambiguous targets.

3.4 Measures

To assess these hypotheses, objective and subjective measures were used.
Accuracy: An objective measure of accuracy was gathered by recording

which item in each scene participants clicked on, and determining whether or
not this was in fact the object intended by the robot.

Reaction Time: An objective measure of reaction time was gathered by
recording time stamps at the moment each video phase began (i.e., when the
page loaded) and ended (i.e., when an object was clicked on).

Effectiveness: A subjective measure of robot effectiveness was gathered
using a version of the Gesture Perception Scale [7] modified to make reference to
mixed reality deictic gesture rather than simply gesture [61]. Each participants’
scores for each video were then transformed to a range of 0-100 and averaged.
A reliability analysis indicated that the internal reliability of this scale was very
high for our experiment, with Cronbach’s α = 0.955.

Likability: A subjective measure of robot likability was gathered using the
Godspeed II Likability scale [65]. Our modified version asked participants to rate
their perception of the robot along each dimension by clicking a point anywhere
along a five-point Likert-type scale. Each participants’ scores for each video were
transformed to a range of 0-100 and averaged. A reliability analysis indicated
very high internal reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.963).

3.5 Participants

50 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (19 F, 31 M).
Participants ranged in age from 19 to 69 (M=39.07,SD=11.35). None had par-
ticipated in any previous studies from our laboratory under the account used.
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(a) Effect of communication style (Augmented Gesture (AG),
vs Complex Reference (CR) vs both (CR+AG)), referent am-
biguity and referent distance on participant accuracy.

(b) Effect of communication style
(Augmented Gesture (AG), vs
Complex Reference (CR) vs both
(CR+AG)) and referent ambiguity on
perceived effectiveness.

(c) Effect of communication style (Aug-
mented Gesture (AG), vs Complex Ref-
erence (CR) vs both (CR+AG)) and
referent ambiguity on likability

3.6 Analysis

Data analysis was performed within a Bayesian analysis framework using the
JASP 0.8.5.1 [66] software package, using the default settings as justified by Wa-
genmakers et al. [67]. All data files are available at tinyurl.com/hri19data. For
each measure, a repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) [68–70]
was performed, using communication style, ambiguity, and distance as random
factors.Baws factors [71] were then computed for each candidate main effect and
interaction, indicating (in the form of a Bayes Factor) for that effect the evidence
weight of all candidate models including that effect compared to the evidence
weight of all candidate models not including that effect. When sufficient evidence
was found in favor of a main effect of communication style (a three-level factor),
the results were further analyzed using a post-hoc Bayesian t-test [72, 73] with

a default Cauchy prior (center=0, r=
√
2
2 =0.707).

tinyurl.com/hri19data
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3.7 Results

Accuracy: We hypothesized (H1) that accuracy would only drop when am-
biguous complex noun phrases were used without an associated mixed reality
deictic gesture (i.e., in the complex reference condition). Our results provided
extreme evidence in favor of an effect of communication style (Bf 5.626e28)2 and
ambiguity (Bf 2.380e7), and for interactions between communication style and
both ambiguity (Bf 1.521e13) and distance (Bf 44577.358). In addition, strong
evidence was found in favor of a three-way interaction (22.183).

Main effect: Communication style: Post-hoc analysis provided extreme ev-
idence for differences in accuracy, specifically between the complex reference
condition (M=0.605,SD=0.49) and both the mixed reality deictic gesture con-
dition (M=0.92,SD=0.272) (Bf 1.129e15) and the complex reference + mixed
reality deictic gesture condition (M=0.925,SD=0.264) (Bf 4.728e13). This sug-
gests that the use of complex reference by itself was significantly less effective
than mixed reality deictic gesture.

Main effect: Ambiguity: Our results also suggest that accuracy was worse
when the robot referred to an ambiguous referent (M=0.743, SD=0.438) than
when it referred to an unambiguous referent (M=0.89, SD=0.313).

Interaction: Communication style and ambiguity: These results are clarified
by the interaction found between communication style and ambiguity: perfor-
mance was only much worse when using ambiguous complex references without
an associated gesture. This confirms hypothesis H1.

Interaction: Communication style and distance: Our results demonstrate that
when a target referent was close to the robot, using a complex reference alone
significantly harmed performance more than when the referent was far away.

Interaction: Communication style, ambiguity, and distance: This effect is fur-
ther clarified through the three-way interaction, which shows that performance
drops only occurred when the reference was ambiguous, as shown in Fig. 2a.

Reaction Time: We hypothesized (H2.1) that reaction time would drop when
mixed reality deictic gesture was used, as it would allow target referents to be
disambiguated even before speech began, and (H2.2) that reaction time would
increase when a reference was ambiguous. No results were found in favor of our
hypotheses: in fact, our analysis provided strong evidence against a main effect
of ambiguity or any interaction effect. Median reaction time was 7.7 seconds.

Effectiveness: We hypothesized (H3.1) that perceived effectiveness would
be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, especially (H3.2) when
used in combination with complex reference, and (H3.3) when the target ref-
erent was ambiguous. Our results provided extreme evidence in favor of main
effects of communication style (Bf 1.601e36) and ambiguity (Bf 216.516), and
for an interaction between communication style and ambiguity (Bf 1.04e6).

2 Bayes Factors above 100 indicate extreme evidence in favor of a hypothesis [74]. Here,
for example, our Baws Factor Bf of 5.626e28 suggests that our data were 5.626e28
times more likely to be generated under models in which communication style is
included than under those in which it is not.
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Main effect: Communication style: Post-hoc analysis provided extreme evi-
dence in favor of a difference in perceived effectiveness between communication
styles (mixed reality deictic gesture (M=74.17,SD=23.59) vs. complex reference
(M=59.67,SD=27.30) (Bf 2.038e7); mixed reality deictic gesture vs. complex
reference + mixed reality deictic gesture (M=87.50,SD=17.08) (Bf 1.462e10);
complex reference vs complex reference + mixed reality deictic gesture (Bf
1.581e23)). Specifically, our results show a strong perceived ordering in effec-
tiveness: complex reference < mixed reality deictic gesture < complex reference
+ mixed reality deictic gesture. This confirms hypotheses H3.1 and H3.2.

Main effect: Ambiguity: In addition, our results showed that robots were per-
ceived as less effective when describing ambiguous referents (M=70.63, SD=26.98)
than when describing unambiguous referents (M=76.93, SD=23.92).

Interaction: Communication style and ambiguity: These results are clarified
by examining the observed interaction between communication style and ambi-
guity, which suggests that while the robot was perceived as less effective when
using complex reference alone even when the referent was unambiguous, the
robot was perceived as much less effective when using complex reference alone
to describe ambiguous targets, as seen in Fig. 2b. This confirms hypothesis H3.3.

Likability: We hypothesized that robots’ perceived likability would correlate
with their perceived effectiveness, and that (H4.1) perceived likability would
be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, (H4.2) especially in
combination with complex reference, and (H4.3) when the target referent was
ambiguous. Our results provided extreme evidence in favor of a main effect of
communication (Bf 5.986e9), and moderate evidence in favor of an effect of
ambiguity (Bf 3.088) or its interaction with communication (Bf 7.985).

Main effect: Communication style: Post-hoc analysis provided extreme evi-
dence in favor of a difference in likability between the use of complex reference
and mixed reality deictic gesture (M=69.68, SD=19.27) and the use of either
complex reference (M=61.35, SD=22.40) (Bf 81289.052) or mixed reality deic-
tic gesture (M=60.11, SD=19.64) (Bf 9.940e7). This suggests that participants
much more strongly liked the robot when it used both communication styles in
combination, confirming hypothesis H4.1.

Main effect: Ambiguity: Our results suggested that participants liked the
robot less when it referred to ambiguous referents.

Interaction: Communication style and ambiguity: This interaction effect sug-
gested that when the robot’s target referent was unambiguous, participants ex-
hibited a likability ordering: mixed reality deictic gesture < complex reference <
mixed reality deictic gesture + complex reference; but when the robot’s target
referent ambiguous, participants particularly disliked the use of complex refer-
ence alone (which is unsurprising given that in such cases complex reference
alone did not allow the target to be properly disambiguated). These findings, as
seen in Fig. 2c, confirming hypotheses H4.3 and partially supporting H4.2.
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3.8 Discussion

Our results suggest that mixed reality deictic gestures may be an accurate, lik-
able, and effective communication strategy for human-robot interaction, much
the same as traditional physical deictic gestures. In this section, we will dis-
cuss these results in detail, and leverage them to produce design guidelines for
enabling mixed reality deictic gestures.

Objective Effectiveness of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture: Our first
and second hypotheses considered the objective effectiveness of mixed reality
deictic gestures. Specifically, we hypothesized (H2.1) that mixed reality deictic
gestures would facilitate faster human reference resolution, especially in the case
of ambiguous referents (H2.2) – for which referents we also hypothesized that
mixed reality deictic gesture would enable increased accuracy (H1). Our results
did indeed suggest that participants had better accuracy in selecting ambiguous
referents when mixed reality deictic gestures were used, and especially when
referents were ambiguous (supporting H1). This is not particularly surprising, as
when complex reference alone was used to refer to otherwise ambiguous referents,
the specific descriptions we used were not themselves sufficient to disambiguate
those referents. Specifically, to appropriately control language complexity, all
instances of complex reference took the form ‘Look at that {color} {shape}.
When a referent was ambiguous (i.e., there were more than one object of that
color and shape), clearly this expression itself was still ambiguous. As we will
describe below, in our second experiment we sought to instead use a complex
reference condition that more fully aligned with the ”fully articulated” baseline
used by Sauppé and Mutlu [7], which sacrifices control over linguistic complexity
for assurance of complete disambiguation. This draws an interesting contrast
with Sauppé and Mutlu’s experiment, in which the fully articulated baseline
was fully disambiguating, but the majority of the deictic gestures examined
were not ; the opposite pattern as observed in our own experimental design.

But while our first hypothesis was supported, no effects on reaction time were
observed, thus failing to support H2. As median reaction time was 7.7 seconds
for videos that were around 5-6 seconds in length, this suggests that participants
nearly uniformly waited until videos completed before selecting their targets, and
were not hindered by ambiguity. We expected that despite our instructions to
click on target referents as soon as they were identified, participants may simply
not have been aware of the ability or benefit of doing so. As we will describe
below, we sought to address this concern in our second experiment. In future
work, it could also be interesting to gain an even more fine-grained measure
of how mixed reality deictic reference affects reaction time in complex, multi-
entity reference, using eye-tracking techniques such as those employed in Visual
World-paradigmatic experiments [75].

In addition, we found a surprising interaction between communication style
and distance. We believe that this finding may best be explained by imagining an
attentional cone extending in front of the robot. Several theories of qualitative
spatial reference (e.g., Ternary Point Configuration Calculus [76]) consider one
entity to be ”in front” of another if it falls within just such a cone. Our results
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suggest that when participants had to choose between options that had not been
fully disambiguated, they were biased towards options that could be considered
to be ”in front” of the robot because they fell within that cone. Because of
the conic nature of this region, all objects far from the robot may have been
considered ”in front” of the robot, yielding no bias for any particular distant
object, whereas only some of the objects close to the robot would have been
considered ”in front” of it, yielding a bias towards those objects. This led to
poor accuracy in cases of ambiguity where the ”true” target referent did not
fall within that attentional cone. We would also note that our experimental
design uniquely enabled us to identify this interaction; no such interaction was
observed by Sauppé and Mutlu because their experimental design did not allow
distance and ambiguity to be simultaneously investigated. That being said, as
we will describe below, in our second experiment, we sought to remove the need
for participants to occasionally select between not-fully-disambiguated referents,
trading ability to investigate this effect for the ability to better capture the
overall potential for impact for mixed reality deictic gesture.

Subjective Perceptions of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture: Our final
hypotheses considered the subjective perception of mixed reality deictic gestures.
Specifically, we hypothesized (H3.1/H4.1) that participants would perceive the
robot to be more effective and likable when mixed reality deictic gesture was
used, especially when used in combination with complex reference (H3.2/4.2),
and when used to refer to an otherwise ambiguous referent (H3.3/4.3).

Our results supported all of these hypotheses, with the possible exception
of H4.2: when the target referent would not have been otherwise ambiguous,
participants actually reported liking the robot more when complex reference
alone was used than for mixed reality deictic gesture alone (accompanied only
by a minimally articulated verbal reference). This serves to emphasize that, like
physical gesture, mixed reality deictic gesture should be used to supplement
rather than replace natural language (excepting extreme circumstances). How-
ever, clearly these differences may be exaggerated by the same features of our
complex references that potentially exaggerated the accuracy effects.

4 Experiment 2

To clarify the results of Experiment 1, we designed a second human subject
experiment [62], which slightly modified the design of our initial experiment.
First, while in Experiment 1 complex references all followed a uniform pattern
(“Look at that {color} {shape}”), in this experiment we deviated from that
pattern when there were multiple objects of the same color and shape, “Look at
the {color} {shape} on your {direction relative to the person}” (e.g. “Look at
the red tower on your right”).

Second, to encourage faster reaction times, we implemented a reaction time
based point system. At the top of each survey page, participants were shown
the number of points gained in the previous trial. For each video the participant
would receive 15 − t points if correct, where t is the time in seconds taken to
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click on the object from when the video began. All videos were six seconds in
length, including padding before and after the robot’s communicative act.

In this experiment we again examined four core hypotheses:

H1 Counter to Experiment 1, in this experiment we hypothesized that partic-
ipants would have have equal accuracy regardless of what communication
style was used, as all communication styles that were used allowed for full
disambiguation.

H2-4 We hypothesized the same expected effects of reaction time and perceived
effectiveness and likability that we hypothesized in Experiment 1.

4.1 Measures and Participants

The same measures used in Experiment 1 were used in this Experiment. In
this experiment, internal reliability scores for Effectiveness were still high (Ef-
fectiveness α = 0.975, Likability α = 0.963). 48 participants were recruited from
Amazon Mechanical Turk (25 M, 17 F, 6 NA; ages 18 to 66, M=33.95,SD=9.67).
None had participated in any previous studies from our laboratory.

4.2 Results

Accuracy: We hypothesized (H1) that participants would have have equal
accuracy regardless of what communication style was used, as all communication
styles that were used allowed for full disambiguation. In fact, in refutation of H1,
our results provided extreme evidence in favor of an effect of communication
style (Bf 5.157e13), as seen in Fig. 3a.

Post-hoc analysis provided extreme evidence for differences in accuracy, be-
tween the complex reference condition (M=0.73,SD=0.45) and both the mixed
reality condition (M=0.927,SD=0.261) (Bf 3.774e6) and the complex reference +
mixed reality condition (M=0.938, SD=0.242) (Bf 3.160e7). This suggests that
the use of complex reference by itself was significantly less effective than mixed
reality deictic gesture. This effect was also seen in Experiment 1; the other effects
seen in Experiment 1 did not appear in this experiment.

Reaction Time: We hypothesized (H2.1) that reaction time would drop
when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, as it would allow target referents
to be disambiguated even before speech began, and (H2.2) that this difference
in reaction time would be greater when a reference was ambiguous. While initial
analysis provided strong evidence against an interaction between communica-
tion style and ambiguity (Bf 0.073, refuting (H2.2)), the evidence against a
main effect of communication style was only anecdotal (Bf 0.665), prompting
further exploration. Post-Hoc analysis analysis provided moderate evidence in
favor of a differences in reaction time between the complex reference condition
(M=12.42 Seconds, SD= 13.19) and the mixed reality deictic gesture condition
(M=9.69,SD=10.78) (Bf 4.204).

The extremely large standard deviations seen here led us to inspect our data,
which showed a small number (about 5%) of our reaction time data points were
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(a) Effect of communication
style (Augmented Reality
(AR) vs Complex Reference
(CR) vs both (AR+CR)) on
participant accuracy.

(b) Effect of communication
style (Augmented Reality
(AR) vs Complex Reference
(CR) vs both (AR+CR)) on
participant reaction time.

(c) Effect of communication
style (Augmented Reality
(AR) vs Complex Reference
(CR) vs both (AR+CR)) on
perceived effectiveness

(d) Effect of communication
style (Augmented Reality
(AR) vs Complex Reference
(CR) vs both (AR+CR)) on
perceived likability

very long, over 30 seconds. Removing all reaction time datapoints for any par-
ticipant with at least one outlier reaction time left 29 data points. Re-analyzing
this subset of the data provided extreme evidence in favor of an effect of com-
munication style (Bf 1.074e8), as seen in Fig. 3b. Post-hoc analysis provided
extreme in favor of an effect of communication style specifically between the
complex reference condition (M=9.25 Seconds,SD=4.59) and both the both the
mixed reality deictic gesture condition (M=6.78,SD=3.39) (Bf 5.705e6) and the
complex reference + mixed reality deictic gesture condition (M=7.25,SD=3.40)
(Bf 1081.64). Fig. 3b also appears to reflect a potential advantage of pure AR vs.
AR paired with complex reference, but the post-hoc analysis provided anecdotal
evidence against such an effect (Bf 0.705).

This suggests that the use of complex reference by itself may have taken
longer to process than when augmented reality visualizations were used. This
effect was not seen in Experiment 1, which failed to find evidence for or against
the first hypothesis.
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Effectiveness: We hypothesized (H3.1) that perceived effectiveness would
be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, especially (H3.2) when
used in combination with complex reference, and (H3.3) when the target ref-
erent was ambiguous. Our results provided extreme evidence in favor of a main
effect of communication style (Bf 3.42e14).

Post-hoc analysis provided extreme evidence in favor of a difference in per-
ceived effectiveness between the mixed reality deictic gesture + complex refer-
ence condition (M=84.33,SD=17.86) and both the mixed reality deictic gesture
condition (M=75.52,SD=22.25)(Bf 2.49e7) and the complex reference condition
(M=68.89,SD=22.98)(Bf 1.65e10), as well as strong evidence in favor of a differ-
ence between the mixed reality deictic gesture and complex reference conditions
(Bf 13.97). Specifically, our results show the same strong perceived ordering in
effectiveness seen in Experiment 1: complex reference < mixed reality deictic
gesture < complex reference + mixed reality deictic gesture, as seen in Fig. 3c.
This confirms hypotheses H3.1 and H3.2.

This specific ordering effect was also seen in Experiment 1; the other effects
seen in Experiment 1 did not appear in this experiment.

Likability: We hypothesized that robots’ perceived likability would corre-
late with their perceived effectiveness, and accordingly, that (H4.1) perceived
likability would be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, (H4.2)
especially in combination with complex reference, and (H4.3) when the target
referent was ambiguous. Our results provided extreme evidence in favor of a
main effect of communication (Bf 1.64e6).

Post-hoc analysis provided extreme evidence in favor of a difference in lik-
ability between the mixed reality deictic gesture + complex reference condi-
tion (M=75.14,SD=19.10) and both the mixed reality deictic gesture condition
(M=67.20, SD=21.73)(Bf 1.64e6) and the complex reference condition (M=68.75,
SD=20.25) (Bf 632.99), as shown in Fig. 3d. This suggests that participants much
more strongly liked the robot when it used both communication styles in com-
bination, confirming hypothesis H4.1. This effect was also seen in Experiment
1; the other effects seen in Experiment 1 did not appear in this experiment.

4.3 Discussion

Our results suggest that mixed reality deictic gestures may be an accurate, effi-
cient, likable, and effective communication strategy for human-robot interaction,
much the same as traditional physical deictic gestures. In this section, we will
discuss these results in detail, and leverage them to produce design guidelines
for enabling mixed reality deictic gestures.

Objective Effectiveness of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture: Our first
and second hypotheses considered the objective effectiveness of mixed reality de-
ictic gestures. Specifically, we hypothesized that while we did not expect there to
be significant advantages in accuracy (H1), we did expect (H2.1) that the speed
at which participants would be able to identify the robot’s target referent would
be better when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, as it would allow target
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referents to be disambiguated even before speech began, and (H2.2) that this
advantage in reaction time would be greater when a reference was ambiguous.

With respect to accuracy, our results suggest that the use of AR signifi-
cantly increased accuracy over the use of bare complex reference, and that when
complex reference was used by itself, participants incurred significant penalty
to accuracy, even though complex references were uniquely disambiguating and
explicitly framed from participants’ point of view. This surprising result refutes
(H1), painting an even stronger picture of the benefits of mixed reality gesture.

With respect to reaction time, our results suggest that the use of AR signifi-
cantly decreased reaction time over the use of bare complex reference, regardless
of whether or not the target referent was ambiguous. This result supports (H2.1)
and refutes (H2.2), again strengthening the overall utility of mixed reality deic-
tic gesture, and demonstrating that the modifications made in this experiment
over our previous work were an effective means to assess reaction time. However,
additional study will be needed on this point, for two reasons. First, we suspect
that advantages in the case of ambiguous referents will emerge as the number
of distractors increases. Second, the number of temporal outliers that needed to
be removed serves as a strong motivator for the need for the replication of this
experiment in a live laboratory environment with realistic AR hardware, where
such outliers would not be likely.

Subjective Perceptions of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture: As in Ex-
periment 1, our final hypotheses considered the subjective perception of mixed
reality deictic gestures, hypothesizing (H3.1/4.1) that participants would per-
ceive the robot to be more effective and likable when mixed reality deictic gesture
was used, especially in combination with complex reference (H3.2/4.2), and for
ambiguous referents (H3.3/4.3).

Our results suggest, as in Experiment 1, that the use of mixed reality deictic
gesture improved perceived effectiveness especially when paired with complex
reference (supporting (H3.1) and (H3.2) but refuting (H3.3)), and improved
perceived likability only when paired with complex reference (supporting (H4.2)
and partially supporting (H4.1) but refuting (H4.3)). These results emphasize
that, like physical gesture, mixed reality deictic gesture should be used to supple-
ment rather than replace verbally expressive natural language. That being said,
we would expect for very complex utterances that AR paired with referring ex-
pressions of reduced complexity would be preferred. Future work will be needed
to determine if this is the case, and if so, how the tradeoff between referential
complexity and positive perceptions of verbal expressivity should be quantified.

5 Current Implementation

In recent work, we have been working to enable generation of mixed reality
deictic gestures on the Microsoft Hololens. As described in recent work [60],
we propose to decide when to generate mixed reality deictic gestures based
on a variety of neurophysiological factors. This decision will be made by new
components that will communicate with the Referring Expression Generation
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Fig. 4: Hololens-
projected arrow

capabilities [77] of the Distributed, Integrated, Affect, Re-
flection, Cognition architecture [78, 79]. When it is de-
cided to generate a gesture, this must be communicated
to the Hololens. We have established a bidirectional server-
Hololens connection using websockets, which we can use to
send commands to show/hide visualizations over particular
targets. When the Hololens receives such a command, we
render mixed reality deictic gestures through Unity over the
appropriate location (Fig. 4). While we currently are mainly
using ARTags to define object positions, in the future we
hope to leverage object and pose recognition techniques to
achieve these results without ARTags.

6 Conclusion

We have explored the actual and perceived effectiveness of allocentric mixed re-
ality deictic gestures in multi-modal robot communication. Our results suggest
that these allocentric gestures may well be beneficial for human-robot commu-
nication in mixed reality environments, but highlight the importance of using
them to complement complex referring expressions rather than purely as a re-
placement. Future work should seek to examine the tipping point at which refer-
ential overcomplexity overwhelms the subjective benefits of verbal expressivity.
Second, it will be important to investigate a wider variety of mixed reality deictic
gestures, with respect to both Sauppé and Mutlu [7] and our own [58] frame-
works, and to investigate that wider array of gestures and evaluation criteria. We
also hope to investigate the effect of different classes of mixed reality deictic ges-
ture when used by robots of differing morphologies, e.g., robots that lack arms
vs. robots that have arms they could use instead of (or in combination with)
allocentric gestures. Finally, after completing our integration on the Microsoft
Hololens, we will attempt to replicate our experimental results on that system
for increased external validity.
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